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we were then invited to attend the launch party hosted by wilcom at their offices in leeds. a day filled with presentations and product demonstrations took place to show us all some of the latest embroidery machines from wilcom and how to integrate the software and designs together, and of course we were
given a special demo of the latest embroiderystudio 2015! the day ended with the launch of the embroiderydesigner from wilcom and a product demo by the team from the embroiderystudio software team. we were also given a wilcom embroidery team t-shirt and a voucher for a free copy of the

embroiderystudio software (of course i had to take it!). ive always considered myself a savvy tech-head, and i am always looking to learn more about new technologies that i can use to help me in my day-to-day life. this afternoon, my curiosity was piqued when i was introduced to the embroiderydesigner from
wilcom, an award winning embroidery software suite designed for all embroidery machine manufacturers. i have been a long time user of a juki pul-20, and i have used different embroidery designs software for many years, so this was something very exciting for me, especially after all the recent hype and buzz

surrounding this new software. wilcom embroiderydesigner 2015 is a fantastic addition to the wilcom embroidery software portfolio, and i cant wait to learn more about its new features and make some designs with it. as a free upgrade to all existing wilcom customers this software has been made freely available
to wilcom users. these programs are the best embroidery design software available today. you can start creating your own designs and make multi-layered designs. you can also design and print your own apparel. you can start creating your own designs. you can import designs from a wide range of sources such

as graphics, documents, or even your own digital camera. you can also import designs from a wide range of sources such as graphics, documents, or even your own digital camera. you can also open, edit and save as many designs as you like.
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